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President's Address
BY JOE VARLEY
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have had to reach out to our
members and supporters, since I

some

of

our

and to Seamus and the volunteers. Without both of these
bodies the museum could not operate. It was hoped to
show appreciation to both of these groups on November
25th with a small function at the museum, but Covid
intervened and it will now take place in the New Year.
I am continually amazed with the amount and variety of
work that passes through the Institute/Museum. Our legal
and charitable status means that we have to comply with
the new and demanding compliance and regulatory
requirements of both bodies. Work is continually going on
by the Board, and the various working groups and
committees in relation to this. A good example of this is the
on-going work being done by the Museum Committee in
relation to accreditation of Museum Standards with the
Heritage Council.
The library is open again. Brian will take requests from
researchers to come in by appointment on Tuesdays. In the
last few weeks it has been very busy. The lectures have
been extremely successful. Covid means that they are on
Zoom and appreciation is due to Conor and Jacqueline for
presenting a varied and interesting programme.
Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council are a good friend
and a kindly benefactor to us. They have entirely funded
the floodlighting of the Museum at Haigh Terrace. It is
visually very attractive on these dark winter evenings.

Membership renewals have gone out and will be followed by a reminder in January.
We are extremely grateful to those who have renewed in 2021, and would respectively ask those who have drifted away
recently to come back on board.
Covid is undoubtably the big boss at the moment. Yet hopefully 2022 will herald better times. In that aspiration, can I
wish our readers a safe and happy Christmas and an even safer 2022.
Electronic copy available on the Website: www.mariner.ie
National Maritime Museum, Mariners Church, Haigh Terrace, Dún Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland, A96 C8X7
Tel: (01) 214 3964 Email: administration@mariner.ie
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Obituary for Kevin Crothers
BY JOE VARLEY
I first met Kevin sometime in the mid 1980’s. We had had a

by his grandson Thomas Kearney in the forward to his

very good and well attended lecture at Buswell’s and Kevin

grandfather’s autobiography. He mentions the hard

compleimented me (I was the organiser) on its success.

working family man, the eternal diplomat, the craftsman,

That little gesture emphasised to me all that was good in

the adventurer, the teacher, the sailor and the friend. Yet

Kevin’s character. He was appreciative, generous, and

all

while extremely competent was able to be a leader and a

complemented and enhanced by the constant presence

team-player as the occasion required.

and encouragement that he got from his lovely wife Gretta

I was also privileged to work with Kevin when the Maritime

and his family.

Institute staged a major exhibition in the summer of 1988.

The last time that I met Kevin, was I think at the 2018 or

This was to commemorate the Irish dimension of the 400th

2019 A.G.M. He was not well but he still came out to Haigh

anniversary of the Spanish Armada. Kevin was instrumental

Terrace. Afterwards I showed him the renovations that

in getting the Office of Public Works (O.P.W) to loan us a

Declan and the C.E. scheme had done and were doing in

bronze cannon from the Streedagh Strand Armada wrecks.

the crypts of the Museum. He was appreciative and

His business acumen was in evidence when he contacted

complimentary and delighted with the progress made.

the A.A. to signpost the various ways to Haigh Terrace. I

We could not go to Kevin’s funeral. Yet his memory, work

know that this exhibition and the 2018 RMS Leinster one

ethic and capacity for friendship are an integral part of the

were probably the biggest crowd pullers in the history of

history of the Museum and Institute. Really, ‘He was one

the Museum.

good lad’

of

these

totally

accurate

characteristics

were

Kevin’s autobiography ‘Salt in my Blood’ published in 2014,
and launched at the Maritime Museum is a joy to read. He
describes

his

strong

and

supportive

family,

his

apprenticeship as a carpenter and most of all his
fascination and enduring love for boats. This in time
broadened into significant forays, into fishing, marine
diving and to his heritage work with the Maritime Institute
and the Irish Underwater Council.
Kevin always wanted to own a boat. In 1951, as a twelve
year old, he bought a 7 foot clinker pram dinghy. His last
vessel was the ‘Amelia Ann’ a Westerly 26 foot twin keel
sloop. Yet for me, perhaps his most his most significant
yacht was the ‘Christina Hunter’ (named after his mother)
which Kevin first saw in a front garden in Goatstown in
1983. He with the help of others had the skills and
perseverance to modify her to his exacting sailing
standards.
Two of many helpers are, and were, well-known in Haigh
Terrace namely Hal Sisk and Patrick Carter of Sligo. She
was launched in the summer of 1988, around the same time
as the Spanish Armada exhibition. This yacht was well
sailed and Kevin’s account of his north-about navigation of
Ireland in the summer of 1996 makes fascinating reading.
The personal characteristics of Kevin are aptly summed up
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Irish Lights & the SS Alexandra
BY ESTHER KANE
The SS Alexandra was a light ship used by the Commission

While David did not remain working at sea during most of

of Irish Light from 1905 until 1955. Launched from the East

his adult life, his passion for ships and submarines never

Pier in Dun Laoghaire she was one of the ships that

diminished. He had a great interest in steam engines,

serviced the lighthouses around the coast.

which included steam trains, as well as ships, and the word

David Dowdall worked for the Irish Lights between 1950 to

‘triple expansion’ would get him all excited. He could

1968, he spent most of that on the SS Alexandra as a

identify most ships he encountered both at sea and in

fireman in the engine room. Ships still had firemen on

photographs and if he couldn’t, he would research them

board at that time due to the fact that ships used coal.

until he could.

We were very kindly invited to David’s house by his lovely

He had a great collection of books related to ships,

wife Aideen and daughter Maria to collect some books

submarines and the sea as well as a substantial collection

from his vast collection. On arrival we were greeted by a

of model ships, many still waiting to be constructed, but

beautiful stained glass window of the SS Alexandra and a

he spent many enjoyable hours creating masterpieces! All

lighthouse. The ship was obviously such a prominent part

were kept in a room in his home he called The Dockyard.

of David’s life that he incorporated into his home.

The room contained his vast collection of Sea Breezes and

The window is bright and colourful. It is such a great

Ships Monthly magazines.

personal addition to the house and you definitely get an

The SS Alexandra (pictured below) is important to the

insight to David’s life.

Museum as well because our librarian Brian Ellis has a
connection with it. His paternal grandfather was the
Master of the Ship for 14 years.
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The 80th Anniversary of The Maritime Institute
BY JOE VARLEY
This section of the Newsletter is to record the 80th birthday

Yet all the above contributions, valuable as they were and

of the Institute/Museum. The big day has passed and gone.

are in some cases, have only skimmed over the surface of

On 31st of October 1941, The Maritime Institute of Ireland

the Institutes/Museums activities. There is a great story to

was legally incorporated as a company limited by

be recorded here. I invite memories from the people

guarantee. Richard McCormick, in our opening article

involved. Any material that comes in can be featured in

examines the early days of the Institute. We have also

future newsletters. If we are overwhelmed (hopefully) with

articles from past presidents as for example Ronnie Lewis

articles, photos’ etc, there is always the possibility of

(1986-1990), Michael Prior (2003-2006), Richard McCormick

getting out a pamphlet or a book. It is a story worth

(2014-2018) and one from our recent chairman Conor Doyle

recording. Contributions to events@mariner.ie or by the

(2020-2021). As well as all of this Esther has compiled a

post to Haigh Terrace.

photo montage, which will inevitable bring back some
memories.
Colonel Tony Lawlor was the longest serving President of
the Maritime Institute (1951-1982). A good flavour of his

Early Days
BY RICHARD MCCORMICK

work and times is indicated in Ronnie Lewis’s article. The

The First Annual Report of Foras Muiridhe na hEireann 1942

Commemorative Mass/Service for the Irish merchant

– 1943 credits Colonel Anthony T. Lawlor with gathering

seamen lost in World War 2 was initiated. Advocacy in

around him a small group of 17 prominent individuals “for

relation to helicopter usage in marine rescue work, an

the purpose of re-awakening the latent interest of our

expansion of the R.N.L.I. in Ireland, and the role of the

people in maritime affairs”. Soon afterwards “twenty-two

naval service was made. Yet the most significant move at

gentlemen” decided a Company Limited by Guarantee not

that time was the development of the modern Maritime

having share capital was appropriate and a Constitution

Museum initially at the Seaman’s Reading Room at St

dated 11th August 1941 was drafted by a small sub-

Michael’s Wharf in Dun Laoghaire and the move in 1978 to

committee.

our present location in Haigh Terrace.
Following Col. Lawlor’s stepping down in 1982, Jim

This group, having expanded to 81 “Founder Members”,

Hughes, Ronnie Lewis, Pat Sweeney, David Sheehy (twice),

elected a ‘Council’ of 21 Members who met on Thursday

Jim Wolohan, and Des Brannigan were Presidents until the

26th September 1941. The founder members enshrined in

time of Michael Prior (2003-2006).

the Memorandum and Articles of Association of Foras

Michael was followed by Barry Desmond, Eoghan Ganly and

Muiridhe na hEireann, when it was incorporated on 31st

Peadar Ward until Richard McCormick assumed office in

October 1941, are still retained in its 2017 Constitution. The

2014 (2014-2018). Jochen Romstedt and then Conor Doyle

first meeting of the Council on 19th November 1941 elected

acted as Chairperson to the Board until Joe Varley became

the following officers:

President in July 2021.
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President - Lord Glenavy

On 17th April 1942, Mr. Oscar Traynor T.D., Minister for

Deputy President - Senator Joseph Brennan

Defence, deputising for the Taoiseach, formally opened the

Vice Presidents – Captain Alan S. Gordon & Mr Thomas

Institute’s first permanent office at 8 Merrion Square,

O’Connor

Dublin displaying model ships and served by “a lady

Honorary Treasurer – Mr. R.W. Sinnott

receptionist”. The Minister wished the Institute “God speed

Honorary Secretary - Mr. Henry M. Murphy

in its work” and urged it to commence “planning to meet
post-war conditions”. A donated picture of Admiral Brown,

The Council then elected an Executive Committee with

founder of the Argentine Navy presented to Captain Seamus

delegated powers reporting to the Council, consisting of the

Mc Call by the President of Argentina was proudly hung in

Deputy President as Chairman, the Honorary Treasurer and

the Institute’s offices.

Honorary Secretary, plus four other Council members

The scope of the Institute’s very ambitious Seamans

namely:

Welfare programme was tempered by limited funding and

Colonel Anthony T. Lawlor,

the need for co-operation from employers, employees and

Lieutenant Commander A.J. O’Brien – Twohig,

government, which would have been a tall order anytime,

Mr. J.P. Reihill and Mr. J.J Flanagan

but especially in wartime. The Navigation and Seamanship
Committee started investigating training requirements for

The National City Bank was appointed bankers and the

seamen and officers for the Irish mercantile marine,

offices of the Honorary Secretary at 4 – 5 Trinity Street

examining such diverse topics as hydrographic surveying,

Dublin served as the temporary registered offices of the

aids to navigation, buoyage and lighting plus the utilisation

Institute.

of the Marine Service, Maritime Inscription and Coast

At its meeting of 8th December 1941, the Council fixed the

Watchers etc.

Members annual subscription at £1 and 1 shilling (one

Yacht clubs were invited to join the Institute under its

guinea) while Members serving in the Defence Forces not

Sports brief, though ambitious proposals to organise an

holding commissioned rank paid 10s/6d per annum. In

Institute annual regatta, award a cruising yacht cup and

addition Mr Anthony V. Inglis was awarded the Institute’s

form “a nursery class of small boats with the object of

£10 prize for his design of a seal for the Institute embodying

training young people in sailing” were deferred due to

a Viking ship under sail “representing the first real sea-

financial considerations.

going ship adopted by the Irish people”.

Considerably more enthusiasm was evident for the low cost

In its first year the Council held 6 meetings and the

Library and Reference Committees appeals initiative for

Executive Committee had 27 meetings The latter’s extensive

donations of books and periodicals because “a good

brief included Revenue, Extension Work (Regional Groups),

maritime library is essential”. No doubt this was the genesis

General Welfare of Seamen, Navigation and Seamanship,

of the current Institute’s Library. The very active Archives

Library and Reference, Archives and Research, Irish

and Research group hosted 12 maritime lectures by

Language, Maritime Sports, Post–War Plans and Maritime

“authorities on their subjects” and contemplated “calling a

Propaganda.

Conference of Professors of History in the Universities to

To boost recruitment 18,000 brochures were circulated

obtain their assistance in furthering its work”. It also

“throughout Eire” seeking members and subscriptions to

reported that an Irish Nautical Dictionary compiled by Mr. P.

the ‘Foundation Funds’. While a considerable sum was

O’Siocfhradha was well advanced.

raised, the responses from banks, insurance companies and

It was generally agreed that a while a permanent maritime

industrial firms were deemed unsatisfactory. Regional

exhibition was desirable, an annual maritime show should

Groups were formed at Cork and Limerick and contacts

be

made with other Harbourmasters around the coast.

subsequently hosted in 1943 in the Mansion House

Such was the enthusiasm that when 400 members were

displaying 190 models and exhibits, garnering valuable

registered, it was thought the 500 Members limit in the

publicity for the fledging Institute and its objectives. The

Articles of Association might have to be increased!

Institute’s Post War Plans focused predominantly on
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investigated.

A

National

Maritime

Week

was

merchant shipping issues were reported to be at the early
investigation stage. Fisheries and training were included

Past President

and there was significant interest in establishing a “Sea

BY RONNIE LEWIS

Training Home for Boys” in Ireland, based on a successful

During my teen years I was very

UK equivalent. The Committee “considered that Post War

interested in sailing and joined

Plans will form one of the largest spheres of activity for the

the Clontarf Yacht and Boat

new Executive”.

Club. I also attended film

Under its Maritime Propaganda remit a copy of the Maritime

shows, lectures and exhibitions

Magazine was sent to each member and 150 members of the

in various venues which led me

Maritime Inscription were entertained in the Theatre Royal.

to become a member of the

Colonel Anthony Lawlor gave a radio broadcast on “The

Maritime Institute.

Aims and Objects of the Institute” on 31st October 1943

Our meeting and exhibitions at that time took place in the

(designated the official birthday of the Institute). Amongst

Sailors Reading Room (built in 1820) on St Michael’s Wharf

other public duties, the Institute was represented at

Dun Laoghaire. In time, I became a council and executive

ceremony commissioning “New Ensigns in the Maritime

member.

Inscription”.

The institute held an annual memorial mass in City Quay

The foundation years of the Institute were extremely busy

and service in St. Patrick’s Cathedral in November to

and, while “anticipating a reasonable measure of success in

commemorate all those who lost their lives at sea. On

the future”, the Executive expressed interest in seeking

occasions these ceremonies were attended by several

“members with the time and energy to undertake work on

Presidents of Ireland and various other dignitaries.

the various committees”. A persistent refrain that has

There were many discussions in relation to finding our own

resonated throughout 80 years of the Maritime Institute’s

premises to allow our artefacts, history, data, to be

existence!

exhibited. Eventually after discussion with the R.C.B.
(Representative Church Body), it was decided to acquire the
Mariners Church in Dun Laoghaire which needed a lot of
hard work to finally call it the National Maritime Museum in
1978. This was helped financially by contributions from
various companies. The Sisk Group, Chubb Alarms, and
Anco, Fás and the National Lottery contribution which
helped to repair part of the roof.
During my tenure I had the pleasure of meeting many
people in the maritime community both naval and
merchant. I also attended functions, exhibitions and open
days.
I felt very privileged when I was elected President of the
Maritime Institute in 1986, a position I served for 4 years.

The First Board of the Maritime Institute 1942

May I wish our president Joe Varley, present officers and all
members of the Maritime Institute the very best for the
future.

National Maritime Week at the Mansion House 1943
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Seamus, Roger & Guests

Volunteers Through the Years

Padraic O'Brolchain & Brian Montgomery

President Higgins reopening the museum 5th June 2012
using Captain Halpin's sword

The Doc

Great
friends of
the Museum
Ray Traynor

Jochen Romstedt

Terry Conlon

Charley McCarthy, Dundalk

John Clark. Survivor of Irish Oak

A happy day for weddings

Denis Ranaghan. A vindi boy

Brendan Neary

Past Presidents Memories
BY MICHAEL PRIOR
I have always had an interest in

that the Institute and its members continue to prosper in

ships

the years to come.

and

the

historical

importance that the sea has
had for Ireland as an island.

BY RICHARD MCCORMICK

This deepened when I joined

From

the Maritime Institute over 30
years

ago.

I

particularly

enjoyed the opportunity to visit

election

as

Maritime

Institute Board Trustee at AGM
2012,

then

President

four

years

commencing

as
2014

ships of special interest and attending lectures by notable

followed

mariners. I then had no expectations of being any more

Treasurer until December 2020, I

than an avid listener and to develop my knowledge of

was privileged to witness the

maritime affairs. When invited to be a member of the

implementation of some very

executive I was delighted to accept. I must admit until then

significant initiatives that have contributed to the success of

I did not appreciate the amount of work and time spent by
members of the executive to ensure the Maritime Institute
was offering activities that could be enjoyed by all.
In due course I had the honour of serving as President of the
Maritime Institute. I remember visiting Belfast to attend the
annual memorial services at the invitation of the Royal
Naval Associations. I also recollect a very informative visit
to the Maritime Museum in Holyhead.
It was a great privilege while President to be involved in the
process of securing funding for the renovation of the
historical Mariner’s Church and the curatorship of the
Maritime Museum. So much has been achieved since then
and it is great to see the role that the Museum is playing in

by

two

years

as

the Maritime Institute’s flagship National Maritime Museum.
The Maritime Heritage Gathering in 2013 celebrated the official
reopening the Museum by President Michael D Higgins in 2012
after six long years of OPW renovations and re-kindled the
Institute’s links with maritime researchers and academic
institutions.
The Gathering’s recommendations attracted the attention
of UCD who co-financed the Irish Sea Symposium 2014 and
the Women and the Sea Symposium 2015 which was cohosted in the Museum. These seminal public events brought
the refurbished Maritime Museum to the attention of many
diverse audiences and regenerated goodwill and positive

not only the Institute but as a cultural and historical centre

publicity. The reinstatement of the Institute’s 5,000 book

in Dun Laoghaire. Today’s museum has seen a sea change in

library in 2014 was a noteworthy milestone, facilitated by

its resources. Advances in technology have made it more

Tallaght Library’s donation of shelves plus a grant. In

accessible to this generation of visitors. This is thanks to the

subsequent years the Library staff mentored 5 distinct

continued commitment of Institute members.

groups of UCD Masters Students. While students and senior

Although in recent years due to ill-health I have not been

researchers currently visit by appointment strictly in line

able to take such an active role as I once did, I have

with Covid regulations, responding to email research

continued to maintain an interest in the developments and

queries has increasingly featured in recent years.

activities of the Institute.

In the same year the Institute registered with the newly

The Maritime Institute continues, through its members

established

dedication, to progress the important work of conserving

significant strengthening of its Corporate Governance

Ireland’s maritime history and sharing the important role of

policies. Alongside the Fund Raising Committee’s ever

the sea in Irish life.

popular musical events, civil weddings expanded and

With this continued hard work and the dedication of the
members I am confident that the Institute will continue to
thrive. As a past President I look back on that role with
pride and I hope
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Charities

Regulatory

Authority,

requiring

proved to be a welcome new revenue stream, especially
during the pandemic.

In 2016 the Museum’s informative display narrating the

The

centenary

maritime aspects of the 1916 Easter Rising was funded by a

assembling

generous 100% grant.

Other grants financed the audio

commemorate the 569 people tragically lost in the Irish Sea

visual installation in the Library and the restoration of the

on 10th October 1918, just one month and a day before

WWI Guide Me II naval gun. The DLR Free Guided Tours and

World War One ended.

a regular monthly Marine Times Maritime Heritage Column

While the above were ongoing a comprehensive Maritime

also commenced, highlighting the Museum’s exhibits and

Museum Safety Management System, consisting of a Fire

the Library’s research potential. These initiatives offering

Register, Safety Statement and a Visitor Safety Document

free publicity to the Museum were progressively augmented

was presented to the Board and implemented in 2018. In

by social media.

2019 a third touch screen was funded through another

The adoption at AGM 2017 of a new Maritime Institute

grant while the Museum hosted Maths and Science Weeks

Constitution compliant with the Charities Act 2009 and the

for the first time and applied for accreditation as a Science

Companies Act 2014 was a major accomplishment, achieved

Foundation Ireland Discover Science Centre.

with the invaluable pro-bono assistance of Dechert

A salutary lesson learned during this busy period was that

Solicitors.

the Department of Employment & Social Protection, the

To promote professional standards in caring for the

Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sports &

Museum’s collections, the accreditation journey of the

Media, Dún Laoghaire Rathdown County Council, An Board

Heritage Council’s Museum Standards Programme for

Iascaigh Mhara, the Marine Institute, the Heritage Council,

Ireland which commenced in 2017 is now well advanced.

Dublin Port Company, Fáilte Ireland and many others were

The Institute signed a 2 – year Service Level Agreement in

only too willing to help with financial assistance and sound

2017 to access a very significant grant facilitating major fire

advice. Over the seven years 2013 – 2019 a gross

safety upgrades that tripled the Museum’s permitted event

expenditure of €250,000 was 80% defrayed by 34 grants

attendees to 300, potentially improving its financial

yielding €200,000, thereby averting cash flow issues that

viability. The crypt’s storage shelving also doubled, serious

could otherwise have arisen if this €0.25m expenditure had

structural roof leaks were repaired and a new roof access

occurred at 100% cost.

hatch installed. The regular and emergency lighting

Looking to the future, the online winter lecture series

systems were upgraded with LED fittings where feasible and

inaugurated in 2020 as a result of Covid-19 is a very

waste and rain water was diverted via a new inspection

commendable new development indeed. It is also

manhole in Mariners Lane. Finally a modern VOIP telephone

extremely positive that the Heritage Council is funding the

system was installed.

restoration of Captain Robert Halpin’s uniform in 2021 plus

The RMS Leinster Centenary Exhibition in 2018 was a pivotal

an

highlight for the Institute. An impressive grant supported

achievements. Another bonus is that the Mariners Church

exhibition curated by the Museum Committee was

has benefited from external up-lighting through a Fáilte

complemented by two grant aided interactive touch

Ireland Destination Town grant awarded to Dún Laoghaire

screens displaying all known information about 813 RMS

Rathdown County Council.

Leinster casualties and survivors, meticulously researched

For the National Maritime Museum to remain a vibrant

by members of the Library Committee. Additionally, the

going concern, regular additional external funding to

Museum’s amateur radio station spread the RMS Leinster

refresh and rotate its displays is an essential component to

story internationally, receiving over 20,000 interested

complement the excellent work of our enthusiastic

contacts from 74 countries.

Community Employment staff, talented volunteers and

Reflecting the solemnity of the occasion, numerous RMS

Trustees. Hence, the winning formula of constantly seeking

Leinster themed religious, social, community and musical

grants for new spending initiatives must continue unabated

events were hosted in the Museum and around Dún

to ensure that the Institute can confidently approach its

Laoghaire, in addition to countrywide and abroad.

2041 centenary as a financially secure entity, promoting

at

exhibition

culminated
the

DLR

honouring

with

over

Lexicon

his

2,000

to

historic

people

respectfully

cable

laying

knowledge of Ireland’s rich maritime heritage.
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A Few Words From the
Last Chairperson
BY CONOR DOYLE
I became chair in mid -January
2020 and my memory of that
time will always be encapsulated
in one word— ‘Zoom’ !

Presidents board installed in 2021

Two months into my stint, we
would shutter the museum,
initially until the middle of

Library Report

summer and then again

BY BRIAN ELLIS

towards the end of the end of 2020 and into 2021.

While the Maritime Museum Library has been closed, due to

We were all forced to look towards ways of maintaining

Covid, since early last year, we have recently been sorting

items of communicating during a lockdown and, in our

and cataloguing the many outstanding donations of almost

case, and with many workplaces, this was via Zoom. Love it

a 1,000 books.

or loath it there is no denying that it, and similar

This has necessitated a re-organising of shelf allocation to

technologies, did manage to keep people in communication

accommodate the new additions to the Library. Due to

with each other.

limitations of space it will be necessary to transfer some of

As a nation, we muddled through and while on Zoom soon

the books to storage in the crypt with appropriate

became accustomed to the odd incursion by someone’s

alterations to the Library Catalogue. It is our intention that,

child, or a household member or indeed someone trying to

when updated, the Library Catalogue will be made available

multi-task and catch Coronation Street during a meeting,

on-line.

all while forgetting to mute. A steep but enduring

In order to facilitate researchers the Library is now open

memorable learning curve

every Tuesday. Prior booking is required to restrict the

During this hiatus, we had no choice but to fully embrace

numbers, at any one time. We would request that

technology. The Museum was closed and with no end in

researchers provide some prior information, on the subject

sight, we had to find some way of still reaching an audience.

of their research, to assist us in identifying relevant items in

To that end, we embarked on a series of maritime-related

the Library.

lectures which were held over the dreaded Zoom.

We can cater for all levels of maritime related research

The

captivating

including school projects, family history research, art

(spearheaded by Jacqueline McStay it must be noted) and

projects and academic research. In addition we can provide

they were very successful. So much so, that they resumed

information on the many online sources which are available

again in October ’21 and are set to run over the winter

to maritime/genealogical researchers.

months and into 2022.

We continue to deal with on-line queries covering a variety

This video streaming technology allowed us to reach

of Irish Maritime subjects including:

people. Literally around the globe. We had attendees from

R. N. records, Christopher Mullin

the U.K. and Europe to further afield including South Africa,

Sourcing replacement R.N. medal, WW 2 submariner

Argentina, Brazil, Australia, Canada and the U.S.A. to

U-Boat sinkings, WW2

mention a few. We discussed Shackelton, the Dalkey Coast

Capt. Herdeman, City of Cork Steampacket Co.

Watchers, the hijacking of Archbishop Mannix and ghost

Plassey Rescue, 1960

ships off Newfoundland. Over the four events , nearly 1,000

Sinking, Schooner Trevellas, 1930

lecture

topics

were

varied

and

people registered for those talks which was fantastic.
The Library is manned by volunteers and donations to the
Maritime Museum are always welcome.
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Museum Report
BY ROGER KIRKER
The purpose of the MSPI is to benchmark and promote

The documentation was compiled by the core team,

professional standards in collections care.

volunteers and members of the board.

The standards can be applied to museums of all sizes and

Frequent advice and encouragement was given by the

levels of funding.

programme manager Lesley-Ann Hayden.

Participation

in

the

programme

requires

the

joint

We now await the report of the assessment with cautious

commitment of museum governance and staff in a process

optimism that we may get a chance to attend an awards

that may take up to five years to complete.

ceremony for achieving Interim Accreditation in the coming

The programme offers a series of workshops covering all

year.

areas of the process, including caring for collections,

Meanwhile, it’s back to the grindstone implementing the

museum governance and visitor services.

policies that have been established to care for our

To participate in the MSPI, museums must first apply to the

collection,

Heritage Council for eligibility, demonstrating that they

submission in September 2022.

and

prepare

for

the

Full

Accreditation

meet the definition of a museum and submitting supporting
information and documentation.
Members of the core team were invited to the Heritage
council in Kilkenny for an orientation in February 2018.
These were Roger Kirker, Glynis Ryan, Michael Haugh and
Robert Brandon. (Robert left the team at the end of that
year due to other activities and was eventually replaced by
Padraic O’Brolchain).
The assessors reviewed our submission in September 2018
in the museum and advice was offered on how to proceed
towards Interim Accreditation.
The orientation outlined the specific Standards of the MSPI,
which is based on 34 minimum standards divided into 7
categories.
1. Constitution and policies.
2. Museum management.
3. Caring for the collection.
4. Documenting the collection.
5. Exhibition.
6. Education.
7. Visitor care and access.
Twenty-five of the Standards relate to Interim Accreditation
and nine to Full Accreditation.
Documentation was submitted for Interim Accreditation on
1st October 2021 and a full day of zoom sessions was
conducted by the assessors on Wednesday 10th November
2021.

Welcome back Captain Halpin.
Arrived back at the Museum after full
restoration of the uniform and in his full
sized display case on the 3rd of December.
From Left, Glynis, Joe, Captain Halpin and
Padraic.
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CE Scheme Over the Years
BY DECLAN TRAYNOR
Since I began in the Museum as CE Supervisor in June 2014 I

with us she retrained as a Special Needs Classroom

have seen a lot of CE Staff come and go from the Museum.

Assistant and is now working full time in Cabinteely

When I started we had Damien “Stan” Kelly, John Hewett,

Community School.

Peter O’ Dowd and Noel Fennel on maintenance, reception

2018 In mid-January Brendan Mc Guinness and Keith

was staffed by Mary Reilly, Mary Kelly, Dermot Lynch and

“Major” Stratford came onboard in maintenance and

Niall Scanlon and the café was staffed by Elizabeth Keeley

reception respectively followed in June by Irina Derjhack, in

and Derek White.

November the office had an influx of staff with Esther Kane

One of the first things that I had to do was recruit more staff

and Ruth Kelly starting in Sales & Marketing and Sonya

and to that end I was joined in the office by Margaret

Duggan and Shauna Mulvany as office administrators.

Madigan, Katarzyna Matuszak and Olivia Ward and Tommy

Sonya soon showed her flare for the gift shop and working

Moore (RIP) joined us on the maintenance crew.

with Glynis Ryan made some changes to the layout and

Over the coming months the staff worked tirelessly in

stock lines while Shauna made inroads in the accounts

getting the Museum into good shape from painting the

department. Ruth Kelly began to work on the STEM

crypts from floor to ceiling and then installing the shelving

(Science,

and making sure that it was not going to budge when we

application and Esther got involved in the marketing and

put out artefacts on it.The office staff worked away getting

social media aspects of the business. December of 2018 saw

the paperwork that had fallen behind up to date and

us say goodbye to Noel Fennell who retired after 6 years of

reception were the face of the Museum.

keeping the museum painted from stem to stern.

2015 saw some staff leave us and we were joined by Ian Mc

January 2019 also saw us bid fond farewell to Margaret

Cann and Anthony Alexander in Maintenance, Claire Mullen

Madigan who retired after 6 years of endless mail merges

(who painted the mural of Sandycove Harbour in the newly

and looking after the membership database amongst many

constructed meeting room), mid-way through the year saw

other office duties. In May Caitríona Hamman came on

Ledger Anderson and Leo Fitzpatrick join the Reception

board as our bookkeeper and Grace Mc Govern and Peter

staff followed then by Sean Cooke and Stuart Henderson

Lester joined reception. In November Eric Hempenstall and

and finally just before Christmas Stephen Carragher and

Derren Kelly came on board on maintenance and little did

Tommy Hughes joined the maintenance team.

we know what lay ahead with COVID-19.

2016 saw Tracy Merry join the office team and we saw our

2020 saw us closed from the end of March to the end of

first Wedding Fair organised by Tracy take place in the

June and all we could do was check the museum on a

Museum later that year, in July Andrew Lynch joined

regular basis and thanks to Keith Stratford for popping in

maintenance and Elzbieta Wasilewska joined the office

on a weekly basis along with Michael Haugh, Roger Kirker

team. In November Jhoanne Dela Pena started as our

and myself. This was a different year and saw myself and

bookkeeper and together with Elzbieta worked closely with

Caitríona working from home which was certainly a new

our then Treasurer Brian Montgomery (RIP) in bringing our

experience. June back in the Museum saw us all keeping our

accounts from Excel Spreadsheets to an online system,

distance from each other and using plenty of hand sanitiser

Peter Dunwoody joined the maintenance team.

and wearing facemasks. We had to close again from mid-

2017 we had Patricia Carroll and Colin Love start on

September to the beginning of December and then we

reception and Margaret Quinlan was with us for a very short

closed again on 23rd December and we were to remain

time before leaving Ireland for Lanzarote for a dream job as

closed and in lockdown until May 2021. During the time we

a PA to a business tycoon. Later in the year we were joined

were closed we were allowed host weddings and my thanks

by Oisín Ó Maolaoí and Siobhán Carolan. During her time

to the staff who helped out during this period, we also said

with us Siobhán took over and managed all of our wedding

farewell and to Siobhán Carolan who secured a job as an

bookings including just over 30 weddings in 2018, whilst

SNA as previously mentioned.
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Technology,

Engineering

and

Mathematics)

The Museum eventually reopened in May 2021 but before
this Ruth Kelly who left us to become a carer for her mum,
Shauna Mulvany also left after securing a job with
Goodbody Solicitors and Sonya Duggan left us to take up
employment with Sooner Than Later printers. In August we
welcomed Deborah Lucas and Mara Malnaca to the office
and in October John Baragwanath to reception. During this
time, we also saw Peter Lester take extended sick leave for
an operation and we look forward to seeing him back with
us in January.
Over the last seven years we have undertaken some big
projects in the Museum such as the crypt storage area
upgrade, the installation of the storage shed in the back

Irish Lights Vessel in Dún Laoghaire Harbour

yard, the building of a removeable stage for concerts, the

We instantly recognised where some of the images were

revamp of the Leinster Display with the Museum Team, the

taken, they hadn’t changed all that much. We could still

installation of the base for the gun from the Guide Me II, the

point out St. Michael’s Church tower and the Christian

re-roofing of the storage portacabin, the building of the

Institute on George’s street. Other parts of the town were

meeting room and adjacent scanning room as well as

unrecognisable, I had never seen a photograph of the

helping to move the artefacts around as directed.

Pavilion Theatre or how busy the Harbour was. It was like a

We have also setup for well in excess of 100 weddings as

window into the past.

well as book launches, AGM’s,

When we picked which photographs were being hung, we

symposiums, lectures,

Christmas Carols and musical recitals etc.

approached the Museum Committee to advise us on dating

We have also printed and posted items for the AGM’s each

the images. We want to thank Seamus O’Connor, Padraic

year, membership renewals, prepared for the annual audit

O’Brolchain

as well as printing off the newsletters and distributing

information and help.

them, our reception staff continue to meet and greet our

We were so happy with how the exhibition turned out and

visitors and are the face of the museum along with our

we’re thrilled to announce our next exhibition is up at the

volunteer guides who we hope to see again in 2022.

moment. It is a collection of paintings and prints of

In most cases the majority of the work listed above has all

shipping vessels. We do hope you come visit before

been carried out by the staff of the Community Employment

Christmas!

and

Roger

Kirker

for

giving

so

much

Scheme and my thanks goes out to each and every one of
them for their continued commitment to the Maritime
Museum which is vital in keeping the Museum alive.

Exhibitions
BY ESTHER KANE
We have a treasure trove of artefact, maps paintings etc. at
the museum, that unfortunately don’t always get to be
exhibited. Derren Kelly and myself had been talking about a
rolling exhibition for a while but due to a series of
lockdowns it never happened. When we came back in May
we wanted to hit the ground running, we started the series
of exhibition with a photography exhibition. ‘From the
Vaults – Dún Laoghaire/Kingstown’ was a selection of 19th
and early 20th century photographs from of Dún Laoghaire
and the surrounding areas.

Queen Victoria's Monument circa 1900s
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What's coming up
'SS Isolda: Censorship, Secrecy and Grief in Emergency Ireland’
Elleesa Rushby
Thursday 16th December
The Irish Lights Tender SS Isolda was sunk by the Luftwaffe on 19
December 1940 while carrying out reliefs on the Barrels and Coningbeg
Lightships and this year will be the 81st anniversary of the sinking.
The talk will look at new primary evidence to re-tell the story of the
sinking, commemorate the men who were lost and the widows who
mourned them, placing the sinking of a quite ordinary Irish Lights
Tender in the complex and often secretive world of Emergency
Ireland.'
‘The Search for Le du Teillay’
David Sullivan
Thursday 20th January
David has carried out extensive research to locate Le du Teillay, a
Brigantine built by Jean Bourgeois in Nantes in 1744. David’s research
has indicated that the ship may have belonged to his 5th generation
great grandfather, John William Sullivan.
This vessel took Charles Edward Stuart to Scotland for the 1745
Jacobite rebellion.
The ship was sunk and burned to the waterline. David will discuss the
mystery of the shipwreck and its whereabouts and its potential
historical connection to his family.
‘The Question of Escorting, 1918’
David Snook
Thursday 17th February
This talk discusses the various factors that the British Admiralty had to
consider to undertake escorting the mail and rail steamers crossing the
Irish Sea. Another factor to take into account was the steamers were
fast boats capable of 21 knots even in bad weather. The US Navy also
had to make decisions about escorting their own troop convoys into
the Bay of Biscay ports and whether to involve the British Admiralty.
Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily
reflect the official position and policy of the Maritime Institute of Ireland.
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